
Speed Gate ID Gate 8500 – Secure, reliable,
and visually appealing access control
iDTRONIC’s new premium product, the
Speed Gate 8500, is in the spotlight!
With the ID Gate 8500, reliable
technology and impressive design meet
high standards.

LUDWIGSHAFEN, RHINELAND-
PALATINATE, GERMANY, April 28, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Whether used for
access control to a company’s lobby, for
a premium fitness club, a spa, or at an
airport, design and appearance are
important decision criterion in addition to
reliability. With the Speed Gate ID 8500,
iDTRONIC proves that a beautifully
designed product can meet the highest
technical standards and safety
requirements. The RFID hardware-
provider has combined access control
systems with RFID technology in the
Speed Gate ID Gate 8500 - bringing a
perfect, premium solution to the market. 

The Speed Gate ID Gate 8500 may be
customized with gates accommodating
different passage widths. Additionally, it
may be equipped with double-sided
sections, allowing flexible usage. The ID
Gate 8500, with integrated HF-RFID
reader (incl. Mifare), is now available and
can be ordered at iDTRONIC in a variety
of configurations.

With its housing in a stainless-steel
design, the Speed Gate ID Gate 8500
makes a strong impression. Rounding off
the modern design is its top cover
fabricated from 10mm thick black, tempered glass. Two LED displays have been integrated into the
cover of the speed gate. These LEDs indicate both, the operational status of the gate and the
passage direction. Additionally, the ID Gate 8500 is equipped with a fully illuminated LED display
which shows where to hold the card (or wristband) for verification. After a successful verification, the
10mm glass doors open. Furthermore, an integrated intrusion detection allows secure access during
peak hours and prevents unauthorized simultaneous passage of two or more people. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.en.idtronic-wellfit.de/rfid_products/access-control
http://www.en.idtronic-wellfit.de/rfid_products/article/speed-gate-id-gate-8500


The ID Gate 8500 opens after receiving
a corresponding release. It can be
opened manually, with a cable-connected
remote panel, or automatically, via two
optional HF-RFID readers (incl. Mifare).
The gate is further equipped with
automatic, anti-panic doors. If the ID
Gate 8500 receives an emergency signal
or is switched off, its doors automatically
open when pushed backwards to
facilitate quick evacuation.

About iDTRONIC GmbH

iDTRONIC GmbH is a tech company,
which has specialized in the identification
of persons and goods using RFID
technology. The entire Well FIT line of
products has been specially developed and tailored to the requirements of fitness and wellness
centers, swim clubs, spas, amusement and water parks. Applications range from member and visitor
administration – to increasing security and organization – and even include cashless payment. For
many years, we have been providing first-class service and unmatched selection of cards and
wristbands to some of the largest companies in the fitness and leisure industry. iDTRONIC counts
many of the most prestigious leisure facilities among its clients, particularly in the fitness and spa
industries.

The iDTRONIC Well FIT product line includes turnstiles, electronic locks, access control systems,
RFID readers, multifunctional terminals, card printers, membership cards, and wristbands. 
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